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**Title word cross-reference**

*k* [LMVRA⁺20].

-*nearest* [LMVRA⁺20].

161 [NBGC20a], 19  
[GMCA21, STM⁺22, Tok22].

2018 [EHB21]. 2020 [Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20p, Ano20q, Ano20s, Ano20r, Ano20t, Ano20u, Ano20v, Ano20w, Ano20x].

2021 [Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21q, Ano21r, Ano21t, Ano21s, Ano21u, Ano21v, Ano21w, Ano21x, Ano21y, Ano21z]. **2022**  
[Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22l, Ano22m, Ano22o, Ano22n, Ano22p, Ano22q, Ano22r]. **25012**  
[GRV⁺21].

3 [RSL⁺21].

5 [GKAHMO22].

61131 [RSL⁺21]. 61131-3 [RSL⁺21].


Accessibility [LSFE21, PFdMF21, ZFC⁺22].

**ACCORDANT** [CVC21]. accuracy [HELW20]. accurate [KDB⁺21, KGL⁺22].

Achieving [BBND⁺20]. across [MWY⁺22].
bounds [ACG+21]. box
[GSB020, LXLZ20]. BPMN
[CMP+20, CFP+21, DPRD21, VTS22].

Brain [WFR21]. Brazil [LSFE21]. breadth
[AES22]. Breaking [FEO22]. Bug
[TXB+20, AWHS22, EBAR21, FGG+20, JCN5+20, KCMD21, KGL+22, LSSZ21, NLS+20, PPB20, SK22, TSLHS21, WLC+20, WZC+20, ZLS20]. bug-specific [ZLS20].

bugs [AA22, JZW+21, KZK22, ZRGJ21]. build [JS22, MAC+22]. Building
[VKLM21, AZ22, RAGCSS+20, TAF+20, WZZ22, SSS21a, SSS21b]. buildings
[HC8+20]. builds [BEAK21, JS22]. Burr
[LDH22]. Burr-type [LDH22]. business
[FEO22, RK20, TAF+20, VTS22]. business-aware [TAF+20]. businesses
[BGL+22]. BXtendDSL [BBW22].

C [SSP21]. CafeOBJ [RO22]. calculus
[ADS+22]. call [AGL21]. calls [CBMM20].
Can [HG22, MCZX20, WUK+21, GAL20]. Candidate [AHT+21, SK22]. candidates
[NMR522]. capability [VML21]. capture
[EMCN+22, JCN5+22]. Capturing
[DBB20, FJvdW20]. care [SK22].
cascading [HC8+20]. case
[AHH20, ASSH22, BRO+22, BFZC21, BMHR21, BDMP21, GGL+20, CQZ+20, ECL+22, FEO22, GGP21, HG22, HZT+20, KCMD21, LWWY20, MAP+20, MLPC20, MCH22, PN21, SH20, SMB+20, aSLF+22, TST+21a, TST+21b, YU22, tDMS21]. cases
[MAP+20, NNG21, SKP20]. catalog
[DDPT20]. Cataloging [LMGK22].
categorization [NRR520]. cause
[BSH+20, NLS+20]. causes
[JZW+21, RMT+22, TSP20]. cell [HXJ+20]. centers [MH20]. centric [RAGCSS+20].
certificate [WXL+20]. certification
[GGP21, GRV+21, dVRB21]. challenge
[GAB20]. Challenges [GCSH20, MBO+22, BGC20, BGL+22, CDET21, G421, KKH+21, LPPG20, dPdIF21, SWH+20, VDC21]. Change
[KAA+21, MBP20, JWZM20, LWZ21, NMRS22, OZVR21]. changed
[JZM21]. Changes [STM+22, LST20]. characterization
[OSJB21, WDF+22, BJ+21]. characterize
[ALB20]. Characterizing [Hor21, MSS21]. charts
[CWTL21]. chat [SHB21]. checking
[CMP+20, DO20, GAL20, dSS+22]. circle
[FEO22]. CIT [MAC+22]. CIT-daily
[MAC+22]. class
[ASSH22, LWY20, RPL+21]. class-level
[LWY20]. classical [QWG22].
classification [AMO21, CKM+20, GDL21, HEL20, KBPMJ20, NDF+21, NLS+20, OZVR21, RPL+21, SC22, XTF+21, YLW+21, YSB+21, ZLS+22, ALB20].
classifiers [ZB22]. Classifying
[LFH+22, LC20]. client [HSBV+22]. clients
[HSBV+22]. Clique [FC20]. Clone
[AS22, LLL+22, MRS20, MRR+20, NMRS22, RSL+21]. cloned [NRR522]. clones
[BSSN21, vBD21]. closure [Mas22]. Cloud
[RFB20, TTL20, BFF+21, CNdLL20, CDLN21, EM20, GGB20, GTT+20, ISKB20, TGX+22, WZZ21, ZPL21, MH20].

Cloud-integrated [RFB20]. clouds
[CYW21, HTB21, LLWL22, YZ22]. cluster
[HXJ+20]. Clustering
[TCA22, FR20, MPGB22, XLY+21, YDP22]. clustering-based [XLY+21]. clusters
[SCB22]. CNN [LWP+21]. co
[AA22, JZAD21, JZM21, NMRS22, THB22]. co-change [NMR522]. co-changed
[JZM21]. Co-evolutionary [AA22].
Co-Location-Resistant [THB22].
co-occurrence [IZAD21]. Code
[CND22, EHB21, LPPG20, SELS21, VBMB20, ZYL+22, ASKS20, ACC+20, AES22, BSGN21, CIZ+20, DN21, HMR21,
HS21, HELW20, Hor21, HPZ+20, HHJ+20, HZT+20, JSTW22, KPBMJ20, LLL+22, LNST21, IWP+21, LDT22, MAP+20, MFBP20, MCH22, MLBD21, MRR+20, NAD+20, OEW22, DPFT20, PZDG21, PDD20, PCC+20, SAZN22, SRD+21, YU22, ZCLP21, ZSZ+22, ZFP21, vBD21, FAG+20, SWG+20, WUK+21.


collaborative [LYXL20, SGW+22]. colony [BH20]. combination [LYXL20].


commit [DCMR20, ETV+22, HELW20, PMD20].

commits [AES22]. common [RTM+22].

CommtPst [HHJ+20]. communication [ACn21, BDLT21, GS20]. community [FVDF21a, FVDF21b, PT21].

community-wide [FVDF21a, FVDF21b].

companies [VHB21, ZH21, ZH22].

company [APB20]. comparative [LYL+21, ZGW+20b, vBD21]. Comparison [EFPC21, KRLS+20, SVG22, TGG21].

competencies [AGP22]. competing [BHFC20]. complement [JWZM20].

complete [ZGW+20a]. Complex [AAG21, MCSAGB20]. complexity [Tai20].

Component [CCS20, DS020, Hei20].

Component-based [CCS20, DS020, Hei20].

components [BMB20, BGL+22, LMZT22].

composite [WZZ21]. composition [CZW20, RFB20, RFB+22].

comprehension [AGL21]. comprehensive [BGC20, XLY+21, YMDM21, MCSAGB20].


concerns [BHFC20, LTJ+20]. concrete [KKE21]. concurrency [KZK22].

conditional [ZXW21]. conditions [AHP21].

confidence [BHP+21, TGG21].

confidence-based [BPH+21].

confidentiality [Ala21].

confidentiality-based [Ala21].

configurable [FVDF21a, FVDF21b].

configuration [CYW21, PAM+21, SWH+20].

Configurations [AFJ+20]. conflict [LWC20]. conformance [DS+22].

consensus [MN21b]. CONSERVE [JRM+22]. Considerations [BGL+22].

consistency [KKL+21]. constants [FC20].

Constrained [JT20]. construction [MC20, RACCCS+20, WZC+20].

constructs [PSZ21]. consultation [EHJ+20].

consumption [DLV+22].

contact [GCF22]. contact-tracing [GCF22]. container [RACCCS+20].

container-centric [RACCSS+20].

containers [JRM+22, IWZ21]. content [CA20]. context [FD LN20, HLL21].

context-sensitive [HLL21]. Contextual [ZYL+22, DBF20, SG20].

Contextualizing [PMD20]. Continuous [GAB20, AKH+22, CDET22, JS22, LWYW20, WMLM22, YLHZ20]. contract [NNG21, VDVC21, VCT20, YAO+21].

contract-based [NNG21]. contracts [ACG+21, DLV+22, LKP+21].

contributions [CND22, SWG+20]. control [ALZ+20, CWTL21, HDT21, KPBMJ20, LFB+22, LSP22, LSGB21, MLPC20, Mas22, SHWR22].

controlled [DFB20, KZK22, PSZ21]. controller [VSTK21]. controllers [NMG+20].

Convolutional [NDP+21]. cooperation [CMC20, MCI20, MFD20, XLY+22].

contracts [AAG21, MCSAGB20].

contract-based [ACG+21].

controller-based [ACG+21].

controlled [DFB20, KZK22, PSZ21].

controller [VSTK21]. controllers [NMG+20].

Convolutional [NDP+21]. cooperation [CMC20, MCI20, MFD20, XLY+22].

contracts [AAG21, MCSAGB20].

contract-based [ACG+21].

controller-based [ACG+21].

controlled [DFB20, KZK22, PSZ21].

controller [VSTK21]. controllers [NMG+20].

Convolutional [NDP+21]. cooperation [CMC20, MCI20, MFD20, XLY+22].
cooperative [KRS+21a, KRS+21b].
correlation: [CA20], [MSC20], [SM20], coping
[TP20]. correct [SKP20, SAZN22].
correction: [LTZ+21]. Correctness
[CMP+20]. correlates [KMA20].
correlations: [PFW21]. Corrigendum
[NBGC20], Cost
[ISKB20, AHT+21]. cost-effective
[AHT+21]. Cost-efficient [ISKB20]. count
[LDH20]. course [EKHJ+20, YU22].
coursework: [EKHJ+20]. covariate
[NJF20]. cover [BH20]. coverage
[HZT+20, MAP+20]. COVID
[GCF22, GMCA21, STM+22, Tok22].
COVID-19: [GMCA21, STM+22, Tok22].
CPS: [BHP+21]. CRAN [MCSA2B0].
Crashing: [XYZ+20]. created [FGG+20].
Creative: [DBG20]. Creativity [GBM22].
criteria: [OS20]. critical
[HIDT21, LK+21]. cross
[BLS21a, BL21b, NRS20]. cross-platform
[BL21a, BL21b]. CrossRec [NDDD20].
Crowd: [THN20, MRA22b, NJ22].
Crowd-based: [MRA22b]. CrowdSourcing
[ALS21, LHFI+22]. crowdsourcing
[BGC20, ILUN21]. CSP [LZP+20]. CTL
[ADS+22]. current [LLL+22, ECM20].
Custom: [RSL+21]. Custom-tailored
[RSL+21]. cuts [GFS21]. CVE [WZ+20].
CVE-assisted: [WZ+20]. Cyber
[AAG21, SSS20, ACD+21, BR+22,
BGM+21, BCW21, DSM20, GB20, GCLB22,
GAB20, LTJ+20, RATS21, SCN+21,
dVRB21, BJ+21]. Cyber-Physical
[AAG21, SSS20, ACD+21, BGM+21,
BCW21, DSM20, GB20, GCLB22, GAB20,
LTJ+20, SCN+21, dVRB21, BJ+21].
cyber: [RK20, RATS21]. cyclic [LHN20].
daily: [MAC+22, MAC+22]. Data
[GRV+21, LTZ+21, LYZ+22, MBO+22,
ROL21, YVWW22, CVC21, DJS+22, FC20,
ISKB20, LDH22, LILW22, MHH21, MH20,
NHA20, NBGC20a, NBGC20b, Pat20,
PD20, PMDN20, SHWR22, AX21].
database: [ALB20, AHP21, BMB20, Tai20, TGG21].
datacenters: [AZR+21]. datamorphic
[ZB22]. dataset: [FGG+20, FVDF21a,
FVDF21b, GDM21, WUK+21, WZC+20].
days: [DL21]. DBT [WDF+22]. debt
[BGB20, FAG+20, IZAD21, KRLS+20,
LLST20, LBT+21, RMT+22, TS220,
VLM21, VCF22, VHB21, dTM22]. debts
[YZL+22]. Debugging: [HCC22, MJW22].
decades: [GMFO+21a, GMFO+21b].
December: [Ano20c, Ano21c]. decision
[AKB20, ZW20]. decisions
[PMDN20, YSB+21]. declarative [BB20].
decompilation: [HSV20]. decomplier
[HSV20]. decrease: [LLST20].
deductive: [AHP21]. Deep
[LLL+22, CDLN21, JZW+21, LX20,
MBO+22, SLS21, ZLS20, ZYY21,
GTT+20, HHJ+20]. Defect
[ALB20, ASKS20, AKB20, ET21, GS21a,
GS21b, HX+20, LMVRA+20, XLY+21,
ZJXG20, ZSCD22, ZYY21]. Defects
[THN20, ALB20, GS21a, GS21b].
definitions: [MC20, THG20]. Delay: [G20].
Delphi: [ZH21]. density
[HELW20, LMVRA20]. dependable
[SJC+22]. Dependence: [ZYL+22, LBG+20].
dependencies: [HBS+22, Vog20].
dependency: [HG22, LMGK22, LBF+21a, LBF+21b].
Deployment
[AÇCN21, AFJ+20, KRS+22, CAF22].
depth: [AES22]. Description: [FZT+22].
Descriptions: [RMOA20]. descriptive
[WC20]. Design: [SBC20, WLS+21,
BRSR21, FJVW20, GGB20, IR21, LLY+22,
NAZ22, NNG21, PPMC22, PFW21, PZSV22,
ZFC+22, CDRV20]. design-pattern
[BR121]. designs: [HQN+22]. detect
[A22, KZK22, WC20]. detected
[FC20]. Detecting: [LD22, SHWR22,
GDM21, NMR22, ZYL+22]. Detection
SV20, ASKS20, AS22, AZ21, BKG20,
BRSR21, HXJ+20, LLL+22, LID+22,
MCZX20, MSB21, NMRS22, NAZ22,
PD22, SELS21, SJC+22, SSP21,
ZGW+20, detector [NRRS20].
determinant [Bat20]. develop [AAW20].
developed [LGKT22]. Developer
AES22, BGMB20, HATG21, WLC+20.
developers [BSDB20, CAC20, EBAR21, GGB+22,
MCH22, MRA22b, NDDD20, PCC+20].
Development
ALS21, IBP21, KRSW22, AKH+22,
APB20, AACC21, BCF+21, BCF+22,
BCLN21, BRO+22, BBND+20, BCJI22,
BL21a, BL21b, CSD20, CPD20, ECM20,
GCSHB20, GM20, JH20, KKH+21, KKL+21,
KMB20, LSFE21, LGKT22, LBMF+22,
MNB22, NDSR+21, NBGC20a, NBGC20b,
PPMC22, PN21, RPR21, RATS21, SWH+20,
SHA21, TSP20, VDVC21, VML21].
DevOps
CVC21, WLS20]. diagnostics [DSM20].
diagrams [SHWR22, ZXW20]. differential
LXLZ20]. DigBug [KGL+22]. Digging
IR21]. dimensional [AA21]. direct
SELS21]. direct-learning [SELS21].
directed [aSLF+22]. directions
RFB+22, SCB22]. discipline [KSG+22].
Discovering [ZB22]. discovery [GMS22].
discrete [LHN20]. Discussed
THN20, SHB21]. discussions [NSL+21].
distance [LMVRA+20]. Distributed
ADS+22, AZR+21, ACD+21, BSB20,
LJW22, MPRX20, RAGCSS20].
distribution [RK20]. diversification
SMB+20]. Diversified [CZW20]. diversity
HSVM20, MLBD21, WKP20]. Do
BCLN21, BEAK21]. documentation
BRO+22, Vd22]. Does
LLST20, LNST21, FEBO22]. Domain
AFJ+20, BPJ+22, BB22, CVC21, GKB+21,
KL20, SJC+22]. Domain-based
AFJ+20]. domain-specific
BPJ+22]. Don’t
ACG+21]. drift [WZZ21]. drift-aware
WZZ21]. Driven [ALSA21, FBMR20,
IBP21, KRSW22, AIIH+21, BCF+21, BCF+22,
CDE22, EBAR21, FJvdW20, GB20,
LYZ+22, NBGC20a, NBGC20b]. drivers
MMB22], driving [ALZ+20]. DSL
MN21a]. Dual [LYZ+22]. duration
YS22]. during
GBMF22, STM+22, Tok22]. Dynamic
MCMA21, ACC+20, dACO21, ISK20,
RFB+22, WXL+20, ZXW20, dCMM+22,
APAF21, GMS22].

E-SC4R [TCA22]. EA4Cloud [CndLL20].
Early [LTJ+20, LL21]. ECCOLA
VKJ+21]. Eclipse [KCMD21]. economic
MH20]. ecosystem
LTZ+21, MCSAGB20, dVR21].

Ecosystems [ROL21]. Edge
MSC20, BBF+21, CAF22, DHM+21,
DTZ+22, MPGB22]. edge-based [CAF22].
edge-cloud [BBF+21]. Edge-Fog
MSC20].

editor [FBMR20]. Editorial
Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h,
Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano20m,
Ano20n, Ano20o, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f,
Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano21k,
Ano21l, Ano21m, Ano21n, Ano21o, Ano21p,
Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g,
Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j, Ano22k].

Edits
JWZM20]. education
CJNDZ21, GRLA20]. effect
CAC20, LWC20, LST20]. Effective
PLP+20, AHT+21, HXJ+20, MSMS21,
ÖS20, XBS21, YLW+21]. effectiveness
GBMF22, LWZ21, TGG21]. Effects
DFB20, JH20, RMT+22, Tai20, TSP20,
VHB21, WLC+20]. efficiency [TTL20].

Efficient [MSMS21, Mas22, FR20, HLL21,
ISK20, YDP22]. efficiently [EBAR21].

effort [DFB20, JH20, dACO21, LSK21].
elastic [VSTK21]. Electricity [AZR+21].
elicitation [BMHR21, GBMF22].

embedded [CSC20]. embeddings
HPZ+20]. emergence [PT21]. emerging
[ROL21]. Emotimonitor [EMCN+22].

emotions [EMCN+22]. empirical
[BCLN21, BBND+20, BAV20, CAT21, GMCA21, GBMF22, GFS21, IZAD21, LST20, LNST21, LFH+22, LMZT22, OZVRD21, OSJB21, PDDD20, ROL21, SVG22, THG20, TKSC20, ZYW+22, ZRGJ21]. enabled
[DAP20, HTB21]. Enabling
[BB22, KKL+21]. Encryption [LYZ+22].
end [GM20]. Energy
[GS20, CNdLL20, PCC+20]. energy-aware
[CSMR+20]. Energy-Delay [GS20],
egagement [Tok22]. engine [HIDT21].
engineer [CKP20]. Engineering
[BPZC21, FBMR20, PFdMF21, AMRS20,
AACC21, AGP22, BCW21, CDET21, CDP22, CJND21, CDET22, DP+22, EKJH+20, GB20, GCLB22, Gir21, KKH+21, LS+22, MWFK20, MRA22b, PDGMT20, dPdJFF21, SM20b, WFR21, WKP20, WMA21, WGY+20, KZTS22, RF+21].
engineering-enhancement [PDGMT20].

engineers [SM20a, STM+22]. engines
[PPM+21]. enhance [XTF+21]. enhanced
[NDP+21, VTS22, ZYZZ22]. enhancement
[PDGMT20]. Enhancing
[CJZ+20, CDLN21]. Ensemble
dACO21, BKG20]. Enterprise [SVG20].
entities [JZM21, OEW22]. entity
[JWZ20, ZLS20]. Environment
[MSC20, BBF+21, NMG+20, GMS22].

environments [GTT+20, MPG22, RF+22, YAAO+21, ZPL21]. equivalence
[MAK+21]. equivalent [MAK+21]. Era
[A21]. erroneous [SSP21]. Error
[TGG21, Liu21]. errors [CKP20]. ERTMS
[NMG+20]. ERTMS/ETCS [NMG+20].
ES6 [PZDC21]. established [SM21].
establishment [IR21]. estimates
[MGSC22]. Estimating [ETY+22].
estimation [JH20, dACO21]. ETCS
[NMG+20]. ethically [VKJ+21]. ethnography [NdSR+21]. ETL [AZKR20].
European [GCF22]. Evaluating
[BSDB20, FVDF21a, FVDF21b, LBG+20, LW221, NMR22, VKLM21]. evaluation
[AKH+22, CND22, CAT21, GGB20, GBMF22, IR21, LLK+21, RK20, SL20, SZSV22, SMB+20, XCH+20, YWY+21]. Evaluations [LL21]. event
[AIH20, OSJB21, LAC21], event-driven
[AIH20]. evidence [STM+22]. evolution
[DSO20, HQR+22, LXL20, LTZ+21, OSJB21, WCH+22]. Evolutionary
[MLPC20, AA22, BRS21, BFZ21, JCN+22]. evolving [IIK21]. Examining
[SBF20, WLC+20]. example [CJZ+20].
example-based [CJZ+20]. examples
[Hor21, SRD+22]. Exchange [PKGA22].
excuting [VTS22]. Execution [AZKR20, LW20, H2T21, SH20, YAO+21].
experience [BB22, GKB+21]. experiences
[GRV+21]. experiment
[AC21, DFB20, PSZ21]. Experimental
[FC20]. experimentation [GAB20, SM21].
experiments
[BCF+22, DPRD21, NSL+21, RFS+21].
expert [MGSC22, N22, SKP20].
Explaining [TCA22, YZL+22]. Exploiting
[YZL+22]. exploration [SV20].
exploratory
[CKP20, GCF22, MMB21, ZZP21, ZB22].
Exploring [CJND21, LMZT22, PAT20, SS20, dCMM+22]. extended
[MPG22, PLP+20]. Extension
[GBMF22, GAHKMO22]. extensions
[GAC20]. extensive [LW020, TSL22].
Extent [Vog20]. extract [SAZ20]. eye
[HBS20].

FaaSten [YSB+21]. Facilitating [AGL21].
facing [SWH+20]. Factors
[AF22, Tok22, LBT+21, LMZT22, MGS22, RCT22, SM20a, ZGW+20b]. factory
[DH+21]. fail [BEAK21]. failure
[JS22, TTL20]. failures
[CDLN21, MPX20]. familiarity
[WLC+20]. families [SSS+20]. family


Guided [MLPC20]. guidelines [MLS+21, SZSV22, ZF+22].

[AZR+21, RCA+22]. heuristic
[GBS020, YDP22, ZWY+22]. heuristics
[BFHC+20, SVVD2, SSP2]. Hierarchical
[JSTW22, ZYL+22, AGL21]. hierarchically
[LZ20]. High
[SCR2, SH20].
High-availability [SCB22]. Hippo
[HIDT22]. HMER [LWI20]. hoc [FR20].
holistic [BL1a, BL1b, TGX+22]. home
[Tok22]. home-based [Tok22]. hot [SH20].
HSP [MAP+20]. HUNTER [TGX+22].
hW [GBS020]. hW-inference [GBS020].
Hybrid [FZT+22, Ala21, BMB20, Lin21,
MAP+20, PN21, YZS22, ZCLP21, ZYZ21,
LWL20, MN21b]. Hybridization [TPG20].

ideal [KSG+22]. identification
[ASM+21, NSL+21, SSS+20, SV20, XCH+20,
ZJXG20, dCMM+22]. identifiers
[NAD+20]. identify [RP+21]. Identifying
[WXL+20, dTMS21, BGE+21, SKP20,
BSGN21]. IEC [GRV+21, RSL+21]. IFML
[PLP+20]. iFogSim [MPGB22]. iFogSim2
[MPGB22]. IIoT [DHM+21]. image
[LFH+22]. Imbalanced [XYZ+20]. impact
[KCMD21, KAA+21, ZGW+20b, ZGP21].
imperative [BBW22]. imperfect [HCC22].
Implementation [LH20, AC21].
implementing [VKJ+21]. improve
[HELW20, SSP21, WC20, dCMM+22].
Improved [SRD+21]. improvement
[TTL20]. improves [MLM22].
Improving
[ASSH2, LCAC21, ZLS20, SZSV22].
in-breadth [AES22]. in-depth [AES22].
In-situ [VBMB20]. In-the-field [CBM20].
in-vehicle [GAL20]. incremental
[KDB+21]. Industrial
[GRV+21, DSM20, GAB20, KBPMJ20,
MAP+20, TST+21a, TST+21b, NSL+21].
industry [AF22, CJDZ21, LSFE21,
OSJB21, RMT+22, ROL21]. inefficient
[PCC+20]. inference [GBS020]. Infinite
[VCF22]. influence [BGMB20].
information [BDLT21, DFB20, LXYL20,
MAP+20, SHWR22, TSP20]. infrastructure [DDPT20, RACCSS+20]. infrastructure-agnostic [RACCSS+20].
infrastructures [CAF22]. Initiatives
[DPJF22]. injection [LMGK22]. Inner
[ECMC22]. inspection [NIJ22]. inspectors
[NIJ22]. institutions [WMAL21].
instructional [MRA22]. integrated
[PMM22, RB20, RO22]. Integrating
[APB20, EKJ+20, Hei20, SK22].
inclusion
[BMB20, BB22, JS22, LWYW20, LTJ+20,
LMZT22, THG20, WMLM22, YLHZ20].
in-training [MM22]. Intel [Ala21].
in-vehicle
[CAF22, SGV22]. in-vehicle
[BMB22, CAF22, CPD20, KRS22, POWGH22,
CAF22, CBM20, MM22].
interoperability [GBS020].
Interoperability [ZSC22]. intersection
[CJNDZ21]. Intervention [IR21].
Introducing [BDMP22]. Introduction
[EHB21, HS1, FBMR20, HMR21].
invariants [NHA20]. inverse [CKM+20].
Investigating [ET21, JZM21].
investigation [GS20, ROL21]. IoT
[CAF22, CPD20, KRS22, POWGH22,
RFB20, SBF20, SBB+20, TAF+20, VTS22].
IoT-enhanced [VTS22]. ISO [GRV+21].
ISO/IEC [GRV+21]. isolate [LZW21].
Issue
[AX21, EHB21, BCW21, FBMR20, GDM21,
HS1, LSSZ21, RMOGA20, SHB21]. issues
[GBG+22, LST20, RMOGA20]. iStar
[GAC20].

January [Ano20q, Ano21r, Ano22m]. Java
[CAC20, CA20, DD20, HSVMB20, HG22,
HK20, MREVEA+22, MLBD21, SGV22,
THG20]. Java-based [SGV22]. Javadoc
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GMFO⁺21b, GRLA20, HATG21, KAA⁺21,
LBMF⁺22, MSB21, PPMC22, dPPdJFF21,
RATS21, WUK⁺21, WLdCM22, POZ20].

March
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[VHB21]. meetings [SM20b]. Membership
[LYZ⁺22]. MeMo [BGE⁺21]. Memory
[HLL21, LWC20, WDF⁺22]. mental
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[PMDN20, TGG21]. meta
[HSVMB20, NdSR⁺21]. metaethnography [NDN20b].
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meta-ethnography [NdSR⁺21].
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[BGE⁺21, LLINC21, SG20, aSLF⁺22,
XTF⁺21, YWY⁺21, YLW⁺21]. MeTeaM
[MS21]. method [BKG20, JWZM20,
KRS⁺21a, KRS⁺21b, LWYW20, LXYL20,
LM21, MSS21, NdSR⁺21, PPB20, SAZN22,
VKJ⁺21, WZC⁺20, XBS21, ZCLP21].
method-level [LWYW20, PPB20].
Methodology [CNDLL20, AAW20, Bat20,
CDRV20, WUK⁺21]. methods [AIH20,
HHK20, MRM⁺21, SM20b, ZH21, ZH22].
metric [WUK⁺21, XZY⁺20]. metrics
[EKHJ⁺20, HJK⁺21, LMZT22, MSS21,
DDPT20, PT21, Pat20]. micro
[CDN⁺22, SGW⁺22]. micro-rejuvenation
[CDN⁺22]. Microservice
[AFJ⁺20, AÇCN21, BSH⁺20, CDET22,
MPGB22, VSTK21]. microservice-based
[CDT22]. Microservices
[WLS20, CJR22, LLST20, LKP⁺21, NSL⁺21,
VTS22, WLS⁺21, dTMS21]. migrating
[LLST20]. migration [HTB21, YAaO⁺21].
million [HBSV⁺22]. minimal [Mas22].
minimization [LMVRA⁺20, OS20].
minimum [XCH⁺20]. Mining
[AAG21, BLTX21, GCF22, MLS⁺21,
GGB⁺22, MWY⁺22, dCM⁺22].
misbehaviour [MRM⁺22]. mission
[RECA⁺22]. mitigation [WDF⁺22]. mixed
[SM20b]. mixed-methods [SM20b]. Mob
[SM21]. mobile [AF22, CDN⁺22, DTZ⁺22,
GMS22, LSFE21, LFH⁺22, NBGC20a,
NBGC20b, WLdCM22, ZFC⁺22]. mobility
[MPGB22]. modal [CWT22]. Model
[CDP22, GKB⁺21, GAL20, KRSW22, POZ20,
BBW22, CVC21, CYW21, CDET22, GB20,
GDLM21, HDT21, HCC22, IKS20, KSF20,
KRLS⁺20, NBGC20a, NBGC20b, OZVRD21,
RACCSS⁺20, SSZ20, ZSCD22, FBMR20].
Model-based
[CDP22, GKB⁺21, POZ20, IKS20].
Model-Driven [KRSW22, CDET22, GB20,
NBGC20a, NBGC20b]. model-reduction
[SSZ20]. Modelica [SSZ20]. Modeling
[HCB⁺20, LZJ20, ALZ⁺20, BRSP⁺22,
BPJ⁺22, GTT⁺20, LBF⁺21a, LBF⁺21b,
LHF22, CDRV20, DJS⁺22]. Modelling
[BBC20, VTS22, AC21, BGMP⁺21, BCJ22,
SSZ20]. Models [MLPC20, BFZC21, CJR22,
CAF22, CFP⁺21, DPRD21, EFPC21, ET21,
GBSO20, He20, LATV22, LDH22, MBO⁺22,
NKF20, PLP⁺20, RK20, XLY⁺21].
moderating [LWC20]. Moderator
[RCT22]. modern [DN21, THG20].
modernization [ASM⁺21]. modular
[SVV21]. module [YDP22]. modules
[OEW22, PZDG21]. moment [KCM⁺20].
monitor [EMCN⁺22]. monitoring
[CBMM20, FR20, JRM⁺22, MN21a,
SZSV22, WLS+21. monitors [ACD+21].
monolithic [LLST20]. month [BCF+21].
MontiThings [KRSW22]. morale
[BGMB20]. motivations
[LSEF21, SWG+20]. move [WLDcm22].
MrsP [ZGW+20a]. MSL [AMRS20]. MT
[CndLL20]. MT-EA4Cloud [CndLL20].
Multi
[AAG21, AWH22, BRS+22, DHM+21, CAF22, CYW21, GGP21, JWZM20, LTJ+20, MPRX20, ÖS20, RPL+21, SRD+21].
multi-case [GGP21]. multi-concerns
[LTJ+20]. multi-criteria [ÖS20].
Multi-dimensional [AAG21]. multi-entity
[JWZM20]. Multi-factory [DHM+21].
multi-featured [SRD+21]. multi-language
[RPL+21]. multi-layer [CAF22].
multi-objective [CYW21]. Multi-Paradigm [BRS+22]. multi-task
[AWH22]. multi-tier [MPRX20].
Multi-Triage [AWH22]. Multilayered
[DL21]. MultiLevel [DD20, AG21].
multiple [BRO+22, CAC20, HTB21, LLNC21, XBS21, dTMS21]. multiple-case
ddTMS21]. multiple-fault [XBS21].
multitasking [RPM+22]. multivocal
[SL20]. mutates [MAK+21]. Mutation
[LATV22, LWT20, KDB+21, MAK+21, ZZP21]. Mutation-based
[LATV22, LWT20].

Naive [OEW22]. name [SJC+22]. named
[ZLS20]. names [WC20, ZCLP21]. native
[NBGC20a, NBGC20b]. navigate
[MGSC22]. nearest [LMVRA+20]. need
[AES22, LDT22, WLDcm22]. negative
[PPB20]. neighborhood [LMVRA+20].
nervous [WFR21]. nested [ZGW+20a].
Network [FZT+22, MSC20, HATG21, LATV22, MCSAGB20, SZSV22, YZL+22, ZLS20, ZYZZ21]. networking
[GA20]. Networks
[ZYL+22, FR20, NDP+21, ZSZ+22]. Neural
HPZ+20, JSTW22, NDCP+21, YZL+22,
ZLS20, ZYZZ21]. NFV [HTB21]. NHPP
[LDH22]. NHPP-based [LDH22]. nine
[GCF22]. NLI [SWZ+20]. noise [ASSH22].
Non [WDF+22, BFHC20, WC20, YU22].
non-descriptive [WC20]. non-functional
[BFHC20]. non-security [YU22].
Non-volatile [WDF+22]. NoSQL
[ALB20, BM20]. novel [CDR20, DTZ+22, FGG+20, KZTS22, LKP+21]. November
[Ano20v, Ano21w]. novice [CKP20, NJ22].

obfuscation [FC20]. objective
[CYW21, ZPL21]. objectives [BFHC20].
objects [GM20]. observability
[LCAC21, ZAP21]. observable [AKBN20].
Observation [LBF+21a, LBF+21b, JYS22].
Observation-based [LBF+21a, LBF+21b]. observations
[Hei20, LPPG20].
occurrence [IZAD21]. October
[ANO20w, Ano21x]. off [FEO22]. OMG
[CPD20]. onboard [SM20a]. onboarding
[BSDB20, SS20]. ONE [MSC20]. Online
[EM20, SJC+22, THB22, ZPL21]. Only
[LDT22]. ontology [KL20, LC20].
onology-based [LC20]. opaque [FC20].
Open [SVAGB20, BMHR21, BGL+20, BGL+22, JCNS+22, LMTT22, NRSR20, PKGA22, THG20, TKSC20, VDVC21, WMLM22, dLVR21, ROL21]. open-source
[JCNS+22, THG20, TKSC20]. operation
[LM21]. Operational [AFJ+20]. operator
[KGL+22]. Opportunistic [MSC20].
opportunities [BGC20, GSCHB20].
Optimal [NJF20, BRO+22]. optimising
[CNDLL20]. optimization [BH20, CYW21, EM20, YDP22, ZRG21, ZYZZ21].
optimize [BFHC20]. organizational
[SS20]. organizations [PN21]. oriented
[BSH+20, ZPL21]. Orthogonal [ALB20].
OSLC [NMG+20]. OSLC-based
[NMG+20]. OSS [BDLT21]. outcomes
[LGKT22]. output [LMVRA+20].
over-reliance [MJYW22]. Overflow
[ADG+20, BLTX21, CKP20, GMCA21.
overhead [ZGW+20a]. overhead-aware [ZGW+20a], overview [GAB20]. own [SM20a].


processing [KGL+22, LLWL22]. ProDSPL [APA21]. Product [APA21, HJK+21, KZTS22, NNG21, BBND+20, MRA+22a, POZ20, SWH+20, WMLM22].

proposing RSL, AS22, ETY


project [BGL+20, GS21a, GS21b, KSF20, SHA21].

projects [BCJ22, BDLT21, BSDB20, CND22, DCMR20, ILUN21, LWC20, LGKT22, LMRVA+20, MLBD21, RMOGA20, SHA21, THG20, WMLM22, HG22]. proof [AC21].


QA [HPZ+20, Pat20]. QMM [FR20].

QMM-VANET [FR20]. QuoS [FR20].

qualitative [VHB21]. Quality [BLTX21, LBMF+22, BRO+22, BBND+20, CND22, GGP21, GRV+21, KSP20, KRLS+20, LNST21, MBO+22, DDPT20, POWGH22, PN21, RFB20, WMLM22].


queueing [LATV22, LHF+22]. quick [LL21].

QuixBugs [YMDM21].


[HIĐT21, MCM21, MLBD21, RPM+22, YAA+21]. real-time

[HIĐT21, MCM21, RPM+22, YAA+21]. real-world [MLBD21]. really [JS22].


Recovery [MLPC20]. Reducing [QWG22].

reduction [ACPM22, SSZ20, LWW20].

Refactoring [AMO21, HMR21, IZAD21, LPPG20, MRS20, PZDG21, SAZN22, Vog20].

refactorings [PMDN20]. reference [GMFO+21a, GMFO+21b]. refinement

reductions [HXT+20]. refusals [LHN20]. Regression [TZT+20, CQZ+20, LNC21, MAP+20, MN21b, SGV22].

reinforcement [YLHZ20]. rejuvenation [CDN+22]. related [GMCA21, MLBD21].


[BGE+21, LHN20, XTF+21]. Relationship [THN20, GFS21]. Release

[THN20, KCM21]. relevance [VML21].

Reliability [ZXW20, HCC22, LDH22, LHF22, NLF20, TTT20, WLD2M22].

Reliable [KRSW22]. reliance [MHJW22].

Remodularisation [TCA22]. Remote


[ETY+22, IJK21, KKE21, LLK+21, YMDM21]. repairs [JZW+21, KKE21].

REPD [ASKS20]. replacement [SM20a]. replication [BEAK21, MH20].

RepliComment [BSGN21]. report

[BB22, GKB+21, WZC+20]. reports

[JCNS+22, LFH+22, SHB21]. repositories

[TKSC20, WCH+22]. representation
Some [LST20]. SonarQube [LST20].
Source [EHBI21, SVAGB20, ZYL+22, AZR+21, BGL+20, BGL+22, ECMC20, HS21, HELI20, HHJ+20, JCN+22, LMZT22, NRRS20, NAD+20, OEW22, PKGA22, aSLF+22, THG20, TKSC20, WMLM22, ZSZ+22, dIVR21, ASKS20].
sourced [OSJB21]. Sourcing [LCAC21].
Space [SBC20, LTJ+20]. spacecraft [GBT+20]. spaces [BJF+22, ETY+22, PAM+21, QWG22].
specifications [KRL+20, PSZ21, RO22, SLL20].
spectrum [HBSV+22]. SPELLing [PCC+20]. SpongeBugs [MBP20].
Spreadsheet [MHJW22, HXJ+20].
spreadsheets [IIJK+21]. Spring [MCH22].
startups [BBND+20, ZH21]. state [AGP22, PSZ21, Gi21]. stateful [VSTK21].
Strategies [LBT+21, EFPC21, FVDF21a, FVDF21b, ZYW+22]. strategizing [BSDB20]. strategy [DSO20, MH20, THB22]. strong [Mas22].
structural [CAC20]. Structure [ZYI+22, HPZ+20, NAD+20, PSZ21].
Student [SWG+20, CND22, KDB+21, LGKT22, YU22]. studies [BAV20, FdSN+20, TST+21a, TST+21b, WUK+21].
Study [VBMB20, WLS20, AIH20, AES22, AF22, APB20, AACC21, AGP22, BEAK21, BCLN21, BRO+22, BBND+20, BMHR21, BGL+20, CAC20, CA20, CKP20, DSM20, ECL+22, FEOB22, GGP21, GMFO+21a, GMFO+21b, GMCA21, HG22, HATG21, IZAD21, KCMD21, KAA+21, LST20, LNST21, IWXW20, LFH+22, LMZT22, MCZX20, MAP+20, MSB20, OZVRD21, PDGMT20, POZ20, PFV20, PPM+21, PN21, RATS21, SH20, SMB+20, SM20b, TSLHS21, THG20, TKSC20, VHB21, WKU+21, WMLM22, WLdCM22, XL+21, YLHZ20, YMDM21, YU22, ZYW+22, ZGW+20b, ZRGJ21, ZZP21, ZH21, dTMS21, vBD21].
Studying [BCF+21, THN20]. sub [CMP+20]. sub-processes [CMP+20].
Substructure [WGY+20]. success [BDMP21, ILUN21, RMOGA20, SS20].
summarization [ZSZ+22]. Summer [SWG+20]. support [GAC20]. Supporting [CAF22, LYZ+22, NDDD20].
survey [BCF+22, BGC20, FdSN+20, MRS20, MRA22b, SLL20, SCB22, VML21]. surveys [NSL+21, RMT+22]. survivability [BG2+21]. suspicious [SV20]. sustainable [RATS21, TGX+22].
sustainable-development [RATS21]. swapping [SSP21]. SWFC [AHT+21].
System [AAG21, GGP21, KKL+21, KKL+21, LLST20, NMG+20, SKP20, SH20, TSP20, WFR21, RATS21]. system-level
Systematic
[BAY20, MRM+21, PFdMF21, PDGMT20, WLS20, AAW20, ACCu21, AACC21, AGP22, AWMW20, BRS+22, CJNDZ21, DAP20, DN21, FdSN+20, GMFO+21a, GMFO+21b, GRLA20, GB20, HATG21, HJK+21, HO22, KAA+21, LPDG20, LB+21, LBMF+22, MRA+22a, MGSC22, MM22, MWFK20, MSZ21, PPMC22, PAM+21, dPp4JFF21, RFb+22, RATS21, VDVC21, WUK+21, WFR21, WDLCM22, YWY+20, ZH22].

Systems [AX21, NBGC20a, SVAGB20, AAW20, ASM+21, AMRS20, ACD+21, BRS+22, BGM+21, BFHC20, BMHR21, BCW21, CJR22, CCRS20, CNdLL20, CWTL21, CDET22, CPD20, CDLN21, CDN+22, DL21, DS020, DSM20, FVDF21a, FVDF21b, GB20, GCLB22, GAB20, Gir21, GAL20, HCB+20, HIDT21, IBP21, JCNs+22, LMK22, LW20, LHN20, LTJ+20, LAC21, LSGB21, LLK+21, LLZ+22, LLNC21, MSMB21, MPRX20, MN21a, MRM+21, MRM+22, NSL+21, OSJB21, QWG22, SWH+20, SCN+21, SJC+22, TGG21, VKI+21, VKLM21, VOG20, WZ221, WLS+21, WGY+20, WDF+22, YYW+21, dSS+22, dVRB21, BJJB+21]. systems-of-systems [HCB+20].

T [FVDF21a, FVDF21b], T-wise [FVDF21a, FVDF21b], Tactics [BLTX21].

Testing

tools
[LBT+21, NMRS22, SZSV22, VDVC21]. top
[Hor21], Topics [GMCA21], TOSCA
[DJS+22]. TOSCAdata [DJS+22].
Traceability [MLPC20, WCH+22]. traces
[DD20, SH20]. tracing [GCF22]. tracking
[HHK20, MRS20]. traditional
[ZH21, ZH22]. Train
[MLPC20, CWT21, CDP22]. transactive
[LWC20]. transfer [SELS21, ZJXG20].
transfer-learning [SELS21].

Transformation
[YWW22, KRLS+20, PN21],
transformations [BBW22, AZKR20].
Transformed [LMVRA+20].

Transforming [KKE21]. Translation
[CAT21]. trees [ZXW20]. Trello
[EMCN+22]. trends [CJNDZ21, Pie20].

triage [GBMF22]. trust [HG22]. trustworthy
[BCW21]. truth [GDLM21]. Tuning
[CYW21]. Turkey [Tok22]. turnover
[SS20]. Two
[TST+21a, BDLT21, LDH22, TST+21b].
type [LDH22]. types [PMDN20, RPL+21].

UML [AC21]. Uncertainty
[ALZ+20, SCN+21, TSP20, ACPM22,
BHP+21, RF2B0]. Uncertainty-aware
[SCN+21]. understandability [PSZ21].
Understanding [KL20, LGKT22, SM20b,
Vid22, VML21, YU22]. Unified [SWH+20].
uniform [BMB20]. unit [THG20].

universal [NRRS20]. unnecessary
[LDT22]. unsupervised [XLY+21]. Update
[SK22, MWFK20]. updates
[ACC+20, HG22, SK22]. ups [ZH22].

Usability [NJ22, SZSV22]. Usage
[THN20]. usages [HBSV+22]. use
[BMB20, LBF+21a, LBF+21b, SLL20,
SM20b, dCMM+22]. used
[MCH22, PPMM22, ZH22]. usefulness
[TGG21]. User

[MWY+22, APB20, DPRD21, GCF22,
GM20, MRA22b, TGG21, ZFC+22].

userspace [DD20]. Using
[ALB20, HEI20, NHA20, XTF+21, AHP21,
dACO21, CAF22, CKM+20, DHM+21,
GGB20, GRV+21, KDB+21, LZP+20,
MLPC20, MC20, MHH21, NISR+21, PT21,
PLP+20, PDGMT20, PM20, dPPdJFF21,
QWG22, SRD+21, TXW+20, WMLM22,
WSL+20, ZFC+22, ZXW20, BFHC20]. UX
[APB20].

valid [THG20]. validation [FGG+20,
LTJ+20, LM21, MRR+20, MRM+21].

validity [HJX+20]. validity-based
[HJX+20]. values
[KKE21, RFB20, WSL+20, ZB22]. VANET
[FR20]. variable [SV20, ZPL21]. variation
[LSBG21]. variations [YZS22]. various
[GS21a, GS21b]. vehicle [GAL20]. vehicles
[ALZ+20, FR20]. vehicular [FR20].
Vendor [SM20a]. verification
[AHP21, ACPM22, ALZ+20, ADS+22,
BGM+21, CJR22, CWT21, LZP+20,
RCT22, SLL20, WXL+20]. verify
[HIDT21, XTF+21]. verifying [RO22].

versioning [OZVRD21]. versus
[NJ22, SWH+20]. via
[DBB20, LTJ+20, MCZX20, TTL20,
YWY+21, ZJXG20, ZYL+22]. vicious
[FEO22]. video [AA22, KSF20]. videos
[KS20]. view [KKL+21]. view-based
[KKL+21]. violations [SHWR22]. Virtual
[DD20, THB22]. vision [KSF20]. visual
[CAT21]. Vitruvius [KKL+21]. voice
[STM+22]. volatile [WDF+22]. volume
[NBGC20a]. vulnerabilities
[GFS21, WXL+20, YU22]. vulnerability
[CKM+20, LID+22, ZGW+20b].

WARDER [HJX+20]. warnings
[MFBP20]. way [TAF+20]. Wayback
[JCNS+22]. ways [GFS21]. WDBT
[WDF+22]. weak [Mas22]. weaknesses
[MREVEA+22]. wear [WDF+22]. web
[CZW20, DAP20, GMS22, GKB+21, IIK21,
LSB+22, RK20, ZLX+22, TPGH20].
WebDriver [GKAHMO22]. weeks
[GGP21]. well [Tok22]. well-being [Tok22].
Which [JS22], who [BDLT21]. wide
[FVDF21a, FVDF21b, MGSC22]. winding
[GBT+20]. wise [FVDF21a, FVDF21b].
work [APB20, Bat20, Tok22]. workflow
[LLWL22]. worklist [SVVD21]. world
[AHT+21, MLBD21].

XOR [FC20]. XOR-Masking [FC20].
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